The Pattern are divided into seven blocks:
A (head), B (body), C (legs), and D (dress), E (ribbon), F (arm),
G (veil and bouquet).
Follow the instructions for each block to assemble your teddy bear.

<Caution>
※ Keep scissors and glue away from small children.
※ Be careful not to cut your fingers when using scissors.

Stuffed toy bears take the name ‘Teddy Bear’ from the 26th
President of the United States of America, Theodore Roosevelt.

This Wedding Bear has been designed in the image of a bride.
This adorable bride comes with a bridal bouquet in her hand
and wears a pure white wedding dress on her happy day! Why
not make a Wedding Bear as a wedding gift for a friend or
colleague, or as an anniversary present for someone special!

The fun doesn't stop with the assembly of this "Wedding Bear
Bride"; the arms and legs are movable so you can enjoy posing
your teddy in different ways.

※ Wedding Bear has been designed in the image of a
bridegroom. Let's match him up with a blushing bride!
Head parts

Refer to Assembly Instructions: Page1 / Page2.
Head parts

Refer to Assembly Instructions: Page 2.
Body Parts
Refer to Assembly Instructions: Page2 / Page3.
Body Parts

Refer to Assembly Instructions: Page2 / Page3.
Leg parts

Refer to Assembly Instructions: Page3.

C1 Left leg
C2 Left leg
C3 Left leg
C4 Left leg
C5 Left leg
C6 Left leg
C7 Left leg
Leg parts

Refer to Assembly Instructions: Page3.
Dress parts
Refer to Assembly Instructions: Page4.

D1 Dress

D2 Dress
Dress parts
Refer to Assembly Instructions: Page 4.
Dress parts

Refer to Assembly Instructions: Page 4.
Dress parts

Refer to Assembly Instructions: Page4.